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Whisky and Wool, the Making of Speyside 

Day One - Hidden Seminary and Illicit Stills, the Secret Life of Glenlivet  

Day One revolves around the secretive Glenlivet area, starting with a scenic moorland drive 

into the north eastern edge of the Cairngorm Mountains. We stop to look at the wild 

landscape and the impacts of the 18th century Highland Clearances (which replaced people 

with sheep and created the Scottish diaspora) and more recent game shooting. Passing 

through Tomintoul we can ponder the success of this village as a planned settlement built to 

house the evicted tenants (miscreants according to one church minister!).  

Turning off before Tamnavulin distillery, we then explore the remote Braes of Glenlivet that 

not only provided refuge for Catholics after the 18th century Jacobean uprising, but also hid 

their illicit whisky stills.  After the unexpected sight of Braeval distillery seemingly in the 

middle of nowhere, a short moorland walk brings us to the remote and atmospheric Scalan 

Seminary. This is an 18th century farmhouse where priests trained in secret, which is kept 

unlocked and is explored at will. After stopping to admire the historic pack horse bridge that 

predated the military roads built to quell the Jacobites, we then visit the nearby Glenlivet 

distillery. Stunningly located and owned by Chivas Brothers, it was founded by George 

Smith, local farmer and grandson of one of the 'refugees', but also illicit whisky distiller and 

smuggler.  

After lunch and a comprehensive tour and tasting (which comprises cask, plus two aged 

samples), we carry on down the glen to Drumin Castle, a ruined tower house that typifies the 

evolution of the Scottish castle from solid Norman keep to Baronial pile. We end the day at 

nearby Ballindalloch Castle, an archetypical Baronial style country seat in beautiful gardens, 

home to the Macpherson-Grant family, and also a perfect example of a modern Highland 

estate managing sporting moor, farmland, forestry and tourism. If time, afternoon tea can be 

taken in the cafe and gift shop. We return to Grantown via a scenic drive over the lower 

slopes of Benrinnes mountain into Glenrinnes and back up to Tomintoul, passing 

Glenallachie and Tomintoul distilleries on the way.  

Visits to - Tomintoul, Braes of Glenlivet and Scalan Seminary, Glenlivet Packhorse Bridge, 

Glenlivet distillery visit, Drumin Castle, Ballindalloch Castle. 

 

Day Two - Dyeing and Distillation, Plants to Die For  

On Day Two we swap the wild moor for the wooded Spey Valley to spend a more intimate 

day getting to know the sense of place. We drive along the quiet, local road on the northern 

side of the Spey to Knockando Wool Mill, one of the few surviving district wool mills in 

Scotland where local farmers brought their fleeces to be converted into tweeds and 

blankets. We tour the old mill, which houses machinery over 150 years old (that may be 

working during the visit), and also the modern mill where tweeds and other wool products 

are still made.  We'll wander round the dyers garden, set up to showcase historical dye 
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plants, as well as view the excellent audio-visual commentary on the site and its 

history. There'll be time to browse the mill shop and, for those like me that need regular 

tea infusions, a quick cuppa/brunch in the cafe.  

Continuing the ethnobotany theme our next stop is a walk up the Lour gorge at Aberlour to 

the beautiful Linn Falls, looking at plants historically used for distilling, brewing, culinary and 

medicinal purposes, interwoven with historical and ecological snippets about the glen. The 

biggest wonder is how anyone survived to pass on remedies that oftentimes used toxic 

plants! After lunch in the village, we tour the attractive pergoda topped Aberlour distillery that 

nestles in the lower gorge. This is the longest distillery tour and tasting of the three days and 

includes a tutored nosing and tasting of six of the most acclaimed Aberlour expressions. 

We'll then have a look around Aberlour, an attractive and historic town and home to the 

world-famous Walkers Shortbread. We can have a pleasant riverside walk, afternoon tea at 

the local wool shop 3 Bags Wool, or visit the Walkers Shortbread factory shop - the choice is 

yours.  

We finish the day with a visit to the enigmatic Inveravon Pictish symbol stones en route to 

Grantown as an introduction to the ancient history of the third day. No-one knows for sure 

the meaning of some of the symbols carved on these ancient stones, although many 

theories abound.  

Visits to - Knockando Wool Mill and Dyers Garden, ethnobotany and historical ecology walk 

to Linn Falls, Aberlour distillery tour, Aberlour town walk, Inveravon Pictish Stones. 

 

Day Three - Malting and Milling, the Barley Lands of Moray  

On Day Three we investigate the ancient history of the Laich of Moray, the fertile coastal 

plain where much of the barley for the Speyside whisky is grown, and where ultra-modern 

maltings are juxtaposed with historic fishing villages, magnificent castles and enigmatic 

ancient cairns and standing stones.  We start the day at Moyness Ring Cairn and Stone 

Circle, a Bronze Age (2,500 - 800 BC) ceremonial site which, being located on a lonely hill 

top above the plain, affords a good view of our planned day. Travelling downhill to Forres, 

we stop at the enigmatic Brodie Symbol Stone and Sueno's Stone, carved standing stones 

left by the Picts, an ancient and 'lost' race that replaced the seemingly more peaceful Bronze 

Age culture. 

Our distillery visit is to the small, independent Benromach distillery at Forres, where the spirit 

'cut' is still made by hand by the master distiller and a little peat is used in malting, unusual in 

Speyside malts. The distillery is run by the Urquhart family, who also own Gordon and 

Macphail, the well-known Elgin based whisky merchant and bottler. After the tour we make 

our way to the massive Pictish sea-cliff fort at Burghead, stopping at the picturesque old 

fishing village of Findhorn en route for lunch. After taking in the views and the informative 

exhibition at the fort, we make our way to Johnstons of Elgin, the famous makers of quality 
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cashmere and wool products for a comprehensive guided tour and browse in the wonderful 

Courtyard Visitor Centre and mill shop. 

Our last stop of the day is at Duffus Castle, whose ancient sea port has long disappeared to 

be replaced with fields of waving barley. One of the best Scottish examples of a Norman 

motte and bailey castle, its tower or 'keep' was however built without foundations and 

partially slid downhill a few centuries later, creating a bizarre sight today! We return over 

Dava Moor to Grantown, with a brief detour to Lochindorb to view the impressive island-built 

castle of the same name, the beauty of which, framed against the loch and mountains, 

brings our tour to an appropriate close.  

Visits to - Moyness Bronze Age Ring Cairn, Pictish Brodie Stone and Sueno’s Stone, 

Benromach distillery, Findhorn fishing village, Burghead Pictish Fort, Johnstons of Elgin mill 

tour, Duffus Castle, Lochindorb Castle (view from road). 

 

Access information  

The walk to Scalan Seminary on Day One takes about 15-20 minutes each way and is on a 

flat, unmetalled 4x4 track. 

The walk to Linn Falls at Aberlour on Day Two is about 0.75km each way on a well-made 

path, with some steep sections. 


